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Mars
The
red
planet is still
s h i n i n g
bright in the night sky.
Setting just about an
hour after sunset. The
planet is bright enough
to be seen from the
urban skies and appear
small in the amateur
telescopes.

Venus

April marks the Global Astronomy Month
Astronomy outreach and celebrations will continue throughout
April and the entire world is celebrating it.
Every year the month of April is celebrated as “Global Astronomy Month” or GAM.
The celebration marks many achievements in the field of astronomy and space
exploration and educating the general public about the importance of astronomy in
our life. The educational institutes and outreach organisations around the world will
conduct many events based on the global themes.
For a list of activities and favourable dates for the events you can conduct, kindly
refer to:https://astro-phile.com/whatwedo/specialevents/global-astronomy-month/
Also if you seek any assistance in organising or want to be part of events and
activities organised by us, do refer to page above or email us.

Moon phases and dates
Important phases and dates for Moon to plan your observation
05/04/19

New Moon

14:20

13/04/19

First Quarter

00:35

19/04/19

Full Moon

16:42

27/04/19

Third Quarter

03:48
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T
h
e
brightest
planet is
now shining
bright in the
morning skies rising
after 3 AM. Currently it is
s h o w i n g a c re s c e n t
phase and soon will
become half phase.

Jupiter
Jupiter will
rise post
midnight
between
2am and 1
am across the month.
Currently placed very
close to Scorpio, it is
bright and can be easily
spotted from the city
skies. It is right next to
Milkyway arm.

Saturn
The ringed
planet will
be shining
bright in the early
morning hours as it rises
just before the dawn.
The planet will be rising
between 3:30 am and
1:30 am in this month
and will offer excellent
views of its ring.
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ASAT or Anti-Satellite
make India superpower

ISS EarthKAM spring
Mission dates announced

On March 27, 2019 India successfully tested Anti-Satellite
Weapon or ASAT by striking down a low earth orbit
satellite. This made India only the 4th country in India to
achieve this capability after Russia, USA and China. The
technology in, simple words, is a collider onboard the
satellite which is launched in the direction of the targeted
satellite orbiting, and the kinetic force and the mass of the
impactor once collide, can destroy the potential threat.
The debris created after the collision are a potential threat
to other satellites however they slowdown and burn while
entering the Earth’s atmosphere. They can be spotted as
meteors in the sky in a short span of few days to 2 months
while the very last part of the debris may take up to 2
years.

ISS EarthKAM is a NASA funded science outreach
program for students of middle school who can use this
project a tool to learn and understand geography,
mineralogy, geology, study climate change, deforestation,
soil erosion, expansion of cities and every other change
caused on Earth by natural or human activity.
The project will start from April 09 and will continue for a
week where the students can participate. It requires a
brief training session and specific login credentials to
participate. To learn more about the project visit: https://
astro-phile.com/whatwedo/specialevents/iss-earthkam/
To participate, do write to us and we can schedule the
training workshop for your school.

222 DAYS TO GO FOR THE GREAT PLANETARY ALIGNMENT
On November 11, 2019, the first rock from Sun and the smallest planet of Solar System, Mercury will cross the disk
of Sun as seen from Earth. This alignment of planets is called Transit. It is just like solar eclipse except that in eclipse
Moon covers the disk of Sun (substantial amount in case of Annular) but mercury being close to Sun and very far
from Earth, appears as a small disk.
The transit will be visible from East coast of USA, South East
Canada, Greenland, and west Africa. Of all the places, USA is
expected to have large gathering of astronomers and solar
scientists observing the rare phenomena. The last transit of
Mercury was observed on May 16, 2016 and next one will be
observed on Nov. 13, 2032. Venus is the other planet which can
be seen passing in front of the Sun.
Astrophile is committed to provide opportunity for students and
institutions to participate and witness this kind of celestial
alignments of heavenly bodies. We are creating special camps
for students to join and do science with astronomers during such
celestial events and help and assist the scientists in learning
science and understanding the nature well. Following the same,
we will organise a scientific expedition to The USA for observing and recording the transit of Mercury. There will be
many experiments to be conducted and schools are welcome to send suggestions for experiments for the transit.
The experiments will of based on observation, photography and long and short term study projects.
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